
DURATION : 3 Days
9:00am - 5:00pm

For registration please contact or 
email us at :

info@t-robot.my

Payment Details :
TechCapital Resources Sdn Bhd

Maybank Berhad (562834641995)
TechCapital Resources Sdn Bhd

E-3A-07, Block E, Capital 5
Oasis Ara Damansara

47301, Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Phone: +6013-4038699 (Hafiz)

+ Getting to know UBUNTU environment
   - Terminals installing programs
   - Writing and compiling a C++ programs in Linux
+ Getting started with ROS
   - ROS installation ROS Master
   - ROS Packages ROS Messages
   - ROS Topics
+ ROS programming
   - The ROS Hello World! program Publishing to 
     Topics Subscribing to Topics Custom Messages 
     Launch Files
+ ROS tools
   - rqscd rqtgraph
   - rqtplot rostopic tool rosbag
   - roscd rosclean rosrun
   - roslaunch Rviz
+ Editors and 3rd party tools
   - How to use Eclipse with ROS
   - How to make Graphical User Interface (GUI) for 
     ROS using qt
+ Simulation with ROS
+ Interfacing with hardware

Training Includes :

Who should attend? 
- Lecturer / Academician involved in Science, 
  Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
  (STEM) education.
- Research in the field of STEM.
- Engineers / products designers working with
  robotics technology and handles extensive  
  system simulation
*Participant are advised to have basic knowledge of 
computer programming and electronic skills

The Robot Operating System (ROS) offers an 
environment for developing modular control 
software, a communication infrastructure to 
connect the software components and an open 
source library of implemented algorithms. In the last 
five years ROS has become the standard for robot 
control in the academic community and its influence 
is spreading also in the industry. In the scope of this 
course we shall cover the practical development of 
software modules in the ROS environment and their 
integration into a completely functional system for 
autonomous robot control.

Description :

PROGRAMMING SERIES :

ROBOTHUB.MY/ROS

Robot Operating System 
(ROS)

VENUE : Co9P, UPM-MTDC Technology Center


